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In Situ Stress,Natural Fracture Distribution, and Borehole Elongation
in the Auburn Geothermal Well, Auburn, New York
STEPHEN
H. HICKMAN,
1 JOHNH. HEALY,ANDMARK D. ZOBACK
2
U.S. GeologicalSurvey,Menlo Park, California

Hydraulic fracturing stressmeasurementsand a borehole televiewer survey were conducted in a
1.6-km-deepwell at Auburn, New York. This well, which was drilled at the outer margin of the Appalachian Fold and Thrust Belt in the Appalachian Plateau, penetratesapproximately 1540 m of lower
Paleozoicsedimentaryrocksand terminates60 m into the Precambrianmarble basement.Analysisof the
hydraulicfracturingtestsindicatesthat the minimum horizontal principal stressincreasesin a nearly
linear fashion from 9.9 q-0.2 MPa at 593 m to 30.6 q- 0.4 MPa at 1482 m. The magnitude of the
maximum horizontal principal stressincreasesin a less regular fashion from 13.8q- 1.2 MPa to
49.0 q- 2.0 MPa over the same depth range. The magnitudesof the horizontal principal stressesrelative
to the calculatedoverburdenstressare somewhat lower than is the norm for this region and are
indicative of a strike-slipfaulting regime that, at some depths,is transitional to normal faulting. As
expectedfrom the relativeaseismicityof centralNew York State,however,analysisof the magnitudesof
the horizontal principal stressesindicates, at least to a depth of 1.5 km, that frictional failure on
favorably oriented preexistingfault planesis unlikely. Orientations of the hydraulic fracturesat 593 and
919 m indicatethat the azimuth of the maximum horizontal principal stressat Auburn is N83øE _+15ø,
in agreementwith other stressfield indicators for this region. The borehole televiewer log revealed a
considerablenumberof planar featuresin the Auburn well, the greatmajority of which are subhorizontal
(dips < 5ø) and are thought to be beddingplane washoutsor drill bit scourmarks. In addition, a smaller
number of distinctnatural fractureswere observedon the boreholeteleviewerlog. Of these,the distinct
steeplydipping natural fractures in the lower half of the sedimentarysection at Auburn tend to strike
approximatelyeast-west,while those in the upper part of the well and in the Precambrian basement
exhibit no strongpreferredorientation.The origin of this east-weststrikingfractureset is uncertain,as it
is parallel both to the contemporarydirection of maximum horizontal compressionand to a late
Paleozoicfracturesetthat has beenmappedto the southof Auburn. In addition to theseplanar features
the boreholeteleviewerlog indicatespaired dark bands on diametricallyoppositesidesof the borehole
throughout the Auburn well. Processingof the borehole televiewer data in the time domain revealed
thesefeaturesto be irregular depressionsin the borehole wall. As thesedepressionswere consistently
orientedin a directionat right anglesto the directionof maximumhorizontalcompression,
we interpret
them to be the resultof stress-induced
spallingof the boreholewall (breakouts).

INTRODUCTION

also presentobservationsof stress-inducedwell bore elongation (breakouts) made using the borehole televiewer and dis-

Understandingthe nature and origins of the contemporary
in situ stress field in the northeastern

United

cuss the manner

States is needed

in which these features are related

to the

for constrainingmodelsof tectonicprocesses
and the driving

contemporary in situ stressfield.

mechanismof plate motions [Sbar and Sykes, 1977; Zoback
and Zoback, 1980; Yang and Aggarwal, 1981]. Moreover, the
in situ stressfield directly influencesthe location and magnitude of intraplate earthquakes in this region [Sbar and
Sykes, 1977], and in situ stressdata are crucial to the assessment of long-term seismichazard. When used in conjunction

The Auburn Geothermal Well was drilled by the New York
State Energy Research and Development Authority
(NYSERDA) to evaluate the geothermal potential of central

ences,Massachusetts
Instituteof Technology,Cambridge.

range (593-1482 m), we were able to examine the manner in

New York State.Upon completion
of the well,NYSERDA

and the Empire State Electrical Energy ResearchCorporation
contractedwith the U.S. Geological Survey to conduct in situ
with information on the distribution of natural fractures at
geophysical measurementsaimed at assessingthe state of
depth, suchinformationcan also further our understandingof stressin this region and defining the fracture distribution at
the relationship between fracture formation, the current stress depth. The availability of the Auburn well for testing made
field, and the regional tectonic history [see Engelder and possiblethe deepestdirect measurementsof in situ stressyet
Geiser, 1980; Engelder, 1982]. In this paper we present the made in the northeast United States. The depth of these
results of hydraulic fracturing stress measurementsand a measurementsis important for two reasons. First, we made
borehole televiewer survey conducted in a well located at stressmeasurementsat depths which should be sufficient to
Auburn, New York, in an attempt to understandbetter these overcome the effectsof near-surfacefracturing and topographenomena as they pertain to central New York State. We phy, which can apparently act to decouple shallow stress
measurementsfrom the tectonic stressfield [Hairnson, 1979;
Zoback and Zoback, 1980; Engelderand Geiser,1984]. Second,
s Now at Department
of Earth,Atmospheric
and PlanetarySci- by making stressmeasurementsover a relatively large depth

2 Now at Department
of Geophysics,
StanfordUniversity,
California.

This paper is not subjectto U.S. copyright.Publishedin 1985 by
the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 4B 1374.

whichin situstressvarieswith depth.
Following a brief site description,the results of the hydraulic fracturing stress measurements and borehole televiewer survey in the Auburn Geothermal Well are presented
in three sections:(1) in situ stress,(2) natural fracture popu-
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Fig. 1. Tectonic sketchmap of New York State showinglocation of Auburn Geothermal Well [after Fisher et al., 1971]

lation, and (3) borehole elongation. The presentpaper is the
first of three papers in this issueto discussgeophysicalinvestigations in the Auburn Geothermal Well. Plumb and Hickman
[-thisissue] discussthe geometry and distribution of breakouts
in the Auburn well as defined by an oriented four-arm caliper
surveyand compare this data to that obtained usingthe borehole televiewer. Zoback et al. [-this issue] present a theory
relating the shapesof well bore breakouts both to the magnitudes of the horizontal principal stressesand to the in situ
rock strength parameters and then evaluate this theory using
data from Auburn

STRESS MEASUREMENTS
Method

The hydraulic fracturing stress measurement method is
based upon a theory first introduced by Hubbert and Willis
8

m
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I

Breakdown
i

and other wells.
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SITE DESCRIPTION

The Auburn Geothermal Well is located beyond the perim-

eterof theAppalachian
FoldandThrustBeltin theAppalachian Plateau, approximately 30 km southwest of Syracuse
(Figure 1). This 1600-m-deepwell was drilled with a 22.2-cm
bit and penetrates 1540 m of lower Paleozoic salts,carbonates,

Fracture
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Opening
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cO
UJ
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shales, and sandstones and terminates 61 m into Precambrian

marble basement(seeFigure 3 for simplifiedstratigraphicsection). The upper 393 m of this well was cased due to hole
stability problems encounteredin drilling through the salts
and shalesof the Salina Group. The Auburn well is closeto
vertical; deviation logs show that the average deviation from
the vertical is about 2ø and is nowhere greater than 4.5ø (R.
Plumb, written communication, 1982). The Appalachian Plateau sediments at Auburn dip very gently to the south
(dips < 2ø) and, south of Auburn, form subduedand regularly
spacedarcuate folds [Wedel, 1932]. These folds trend north of
east and the anticlines lie over imbricated, high-angle, basement faults [Bradley and Pepper, 1938]. The Auburn well was
drilled approximately 25 km north of the northernmost extension of theseAppalachian Plateau folds.
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Fig. 2. A comparisonbetweenthe beginning of the first and third
pressurizationcyclesobtained during the hydraulic fracturingtest at

747 m. Sinceboth cycleswereconductedat the sameflow rate, the
fracture opening pressurewas chosen as the pressureat which the
pressurizationcurve at the beginningof the third cycledeviatedfrom
that establishedduring the first cycle.The small trianglesindicatethe
+0.6 MPa uncertainty that we have assignedto the fracture opening
pressurefrom this test (seeTable 1).
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Fig. 3. Magnitudesof the maximumhorizontalprincipalstressSn, the minimumhorizontalprincipalstressSh,and
the maximum shearstressdeterminedfrom the hydraulicfracturingtestsin the Auburn well. A straight-linefit to the Sh

valuesusingthe leastsquares
methodis alsoshown.The stratigraphic
sectionwasderivedfrom analysisof drill cuttings
andgeophysical
logsby B. Foster(personal
communication,
1983)(seealsoFisheret al. [1971]).The shadedareaindicates
the domainin whichthe magnitudeof SH wouldbe sufficiently
largeto resultin strike-slipfaultingon favorablyoriented
fault planesfor coefficients
of frictionrangingfrom0.6 to 1.0(seetext).

[1957-1.The experimentaland interpretationmethodsusedin
the Auburn well are described in detail by Hickman and
Zoback [1983] and will only be summarizedhere.When using

the hydraulic fracturingtechniquein vertical boreholes,one
principalstressis assumedto be parallel to the boreholeand
equal in magnitudeto the overburdenpressure.In this casea
vertical hydraulic fracture shouldinitiate at the boreholewall
along an azimuth perpendicularto the minimum horizontal
principal stressSh.The potential error in inferringthe orientations of the principal stresseswhen none of the principal

other geophysicalloggingtools to selectsectionsof the borehole for our teststhat are free from borehole elongation, natural fractures,and other irregularities.
In conductinga hydraulic fracturing test a 3.8-m-long section of the borehole is isolated with inflatable rubber packers.
The pressurein the testinterval is then raiseduntil a hydraulic
fracture is formed. Following this, repeated pressurization
cyclesof increasingduration are conductedto extend the frac-

ture (seepressureand flow recordsin the appendix).After the
test is completed,a borehole televieweror impressionpacker
[Andersonand Stahl, 1967] is used to determine the orienta-

stressesis aligned with the borehole has been consideredby
Richardson [1983]. However, Zoback and Zoback [-1980], tion of the induced fracture at the borehole wall and hence the
McGarr and Gay [-1978], and others presentdata supporting azimuth of Sn.
The magnitude of S• in three out of the four testsconducted
the assumptionof an approximately vertical principal stress
in the Auburn well was determined from the repeatable indirection that resultsfrom the lithostatic load. Specifically,one
stantaneousshut-in pressure(ISIP) obtained after conducting
would expect this to be true at Auburn becauseof the low
a number of pressurizationcyclestogether with the low flow
topographicrelief and structuralsimplicityof the area.
Determination of the magnitude of Sh requires the assump- rate downhole pumping pressuresobtained in the final cycles
tion that hydraulic fracturespropagatein a plane perpendicu- of these tests. In the test at 1482 m, however, there was an
lar to the minimum principal stress:an assumptionthat is unexpecteddecreasein the ISIP following low flow rate
well supportedby laboratory and theoreticalstudies[Hubbert pumping in the sixth cycle,even though the ISIP as measured
and Willis, 1957; Haimson and Fairhurst, 1970; Haimson and
in the first five cyclesappearedto have nearly stabilized.We
believe that this sudden decrease in ISIP results from two
Avasthi, 1975]. Determination of the magnitude of the maximum horizontal principal stress Sn further requires the as- factors: (1) an unusually large pressuregradient in the hysumption of the perfectly elastic concentration of effective draulic fracture at the end of the test before the stepwisedestresses around a circular borehole [Hubbert and Willis,
creasein flow rate [see Hickman and Zoback, 1983], and (2)
1957]. In some casesthe rock at the borehole wall cannot significantfluid lossesacrosseither the borehole wall or the
support theseconcentratedstressesand fails in compression, walls of the hydraulic fracture near the borehole, or both. A
resulting in borehole elongation [Bell and Gough, 1979; relatively high intrinsic permeability of the host rock or a
Zoback et al., this issue]. When this occurs,the assumptionof
hydraulic fracture that intersectspermeablenatural fractures
elastic behavior near the well bore is clearly not valid, and Sn may contribute to the latter factor, especiallyif the hydraulic
cannot be determined in the elongated intervals of the borefracture is propped open by rock or other debris.In this case
hole. We use the borehole televiewer (describedbelow) and
it becomespossibleto pump at pressuresthat are lessthan the
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Fig. 4. Hydraulic fracture traces obtained from the impressionpacker run centeredat 919 m depth. Two packers,
separatedby about 1.5 m, were usedto obtain this impression.The vertical lines indicatethe azimuth of SH determined
from this test (see text). The orientation of these packers was determined using a downhole compass.No vertical
exagcration.

minimum principal stressduring the stepwisedecreasein flow
rate at the end of a test and alternative

methods

must be

utilized to determine Sh.
In the test at 1482 m, Sh was determined using the six
differentpumpingpressuresmeasuredduring the stepwisedecreasein flow rate at the end of the sixth cycle.In analyzing in
situ fluid injection permeability tests,inflection points in plots
of flow rate against pumping pressureare frequently observed
that can be attributed to the expansion of fissures whose
normal stresshas been exceededby the fluid pressurein the
fissure [Ziegler, 1976]. Following the same rationale, in this
test we choseas S• the pressurebelow which there was sudden
increasein the rate of change of pumping pressurewith respectto flow rate. This method is similar in principle to techniquesemployed by other investigators[e.g., Doe et al., 1983]
in that it relies upon a rather abrupt change in the apparent
permeability of the test interval resulting, we presume,from
the closure of the hydraulic fracture away from the borehole
as the pumping pressuredrops below the magnitude of S•. We
are confident that this method has yielded a reliable estimate
for S• in this test because(1) this value agreeswith what we
would expect based solely upon the nearly stabilized ISIP
values obtained in the first five cyclesof this test, and (2) this
value fits the nearly linear increasein S• with depth shown by
the other three testsat Auburn (seeFigure 3).
From the results of Hubbert and Willis [1957], Hairnsonand
Fairhurst [1967] derived the equation

Sa can be determinedusing(1). This equation was later modified by Bredehoeftet al. [1976] to give

Pro= 3S•,- Sa- Pp

(2)

where Pro is the fracture opening pressure,or the pressureat
which the already formed hydraulic fracture reopens at the
well bore to accept fluid in later pressurizationcycles.Owing
to the observed dependenceof tensile strength upon sample
size and the type of test being performed [Ratigan, 1983;
Hairnson and Rurnrnel, 1982] and the resulting uncertainty
when extrapolating laboratory-determined tensile strengthsto
in situ conditions, use of the fracture opening pressureallows
for a more straightforward determination of Sn and (2) was
used in the Auburn

well.

In deriving (1) and (2) it is assumedthat fluid diffusion into
the rock surrounding the borehole prior to breakdown or
fracture opening is insufficient to raise the interstitial pore
pressure and alter the stress concentration at the borehole
wall (see discussionby Alexander [1983]). Since three of our
measurements were made in sandstones, however, it is conceivable that the intrinsic permeabilities at these depths are
high enough that this assumption is invalid (although the
Queenston Formation, in which two of these measurements
were made, has been designated as a "tight gas sand "in
central

New

York

State and in situ measurements

in this for-

mation indicatepermeabilities
rangingfrom 3.4 x 10-•7 m2
to 3.5 X 10-•6 m2 (0.034-0.35 mdarcy [The Appalachian

Company, 1982]). In this regard, Hairnson and Fairhurst
[1967] introduced a stress-dependentporo-elastic parameter
relating the breakdown pressure,or presumedpressureof frac- into (1) in order to extend the "no-infiltration" breakdown
ture formation Pb, to the horizontal principal stressesS• and criteria of Hubbert and Willis [1957] to permeable media.
Sn,the formationporepressure
P•,,and the formationtensile However, based upon Edl's [1973] laboratory hydraulic fracstrengthT. When core is availablefor the determinationof T,
turing testsin both permeableand impermeablerocks, Haim-

P•,=3S•,-Sa-Pp+

T
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tests at 593 and 919 m.

son[1978] concludedthat in the range of stresses
suchthat

a depth of 747 m in the Auburn well. In this test, as well as in
the testsat 593 and 1482 m, the peak pressureattained on the
0 < 3Sh- Sn - 2P•,< 25 MPa
(3) first cycle is not substantiallyhigher than that attained on
this poro-elastic correction was unnecessaryand (1) provided subsequentcycles(seethe appendix). Pressurerecordssuch as
a good match between the externally applied stressesand the these,which have been observedelsewhere[e.g., Zoback et al.,
observed breakdown pressures.Since all of our measurements 1980] and might be misinterpretedas representingthe openat Auburn fall well within the range given by (3), no such ing of preexistingnatural fractures,require carefullycontrolled
correction factor was deemed necessary. Moreover, as ex- test procedure in order that these records may be correctly
plained in detail by Hickman and Zoback [1983], in order to interpretedand their fractureopeningpressuresaccuratelydeminimize the potential effects of fluid infiltration we (1) keep termined.
pumping times short during the early cyclesof a test and use
The magnitude of the vertical stressis customarily based
the fractureopeningpressurein the third cyclein determining upon an estimateof the bulk density of the rocks near the
Sn (we use the third cycle and not the secondcycle to allow well. At Auburn, however,we were able to use an integrated
for incompletebreakdown on the first cycle),(2) permit flow- geophysicaldensitylog run in this well by Schlumberger-Doll,
backs to occur after each cycle to facilitate drainage of excess Inc. (R. Plumb, written communication, 1982) to determine
fluid pressures,and (3) pump at moderatelyhigh flow rates of more exactlythe magnitudeof the vertical stress.

about 3 x 10-2 m3/min(30 1/min)to achieverapid borehole
pressurizationat the beginningof each cycle.
In determining the fracture opening pressuresfor use in (2),
we pump at the sameflow rate in all cyclesof a given test and
pick as Pro the pressureat which the pressurizationcurve in
the third cycle deviatesfrom that establishedin the first cycle
prior to breakdown. It is crucial that the same flow rate be
used throughout a test so that this pressurizationcomparison
can be made. Figure 2 illustrateshow this methodwas usedto
pick the fracture openingpressurefrom the test conductedat

Results

The stress measurements

made in the Auburn

well are sum-

marized in Table 1. No testswere conductedin the upper part
of the well becausethe hole was cased to a depth of 393 m.
The magnitudes of Sn, Sh, the lithostat, and the maximum
shear stressare shown in Figure 3, together with a simplified
stratigraphic section. The maximum shear stress shown is
simply equal to (Sn - S•)/2.
Also shown in Figure 3 is the range of Sn magnitudesat
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which strike-slipfaulting would be expectedto occur on favorably orientedpreexistingfault planesgiven the measuredmagnitudes of Sn. In accordancewith the Coulomb failure criterion, frictional sliding will occur on optimally oriented
planes at a critical ratio of the maximum and minimum effective principal stresses.In the case of strike-slip faulting,
where the maximum and minimum principal stressesare both
horizontal, if these fault planes are assumedto have zero cohesion,the critical magnitudeof Su at which sliding would be
expectedto occur is [Jae•ter and Cook, 1976, pp. 97, 223]

Su*= [(#2+ 1),/2+/.t]2(Sn_pv)+ pv

(4)

increasesin a less regular fashion from 13.8 q- 1.2 MPa to
49.0 q-2.0 MPa over the same depth range. In addition, the
maximum shear stress increaseswith depth from 2.0 q- 0.7
MPa at 593 m to 9.2 q- 1.2 MPa at 1482 m, although a slight
decreaseis indicatedin the Lorraine Group. At depthsof 747
and 1482 m the lithostat is the intermediate principal stress,
indicating a predominantlystrike-slipfaulting regime.At 593
and 919 m, however,Sn is approximately equal in magnitude
to the lithostat and implies a stressregime that is transitional
betweenstrike-slipand normal faulting. The Sn* domain in
Figure 3 suggeststhat the differencein magnitudebetweenthe
principal stressesis not large enough to result in frictional

wherePvis theformationporepressure
and/.tis thecoefficient

failure.

of friction of the preexistingfractures.The Su* domain shown
in Figure 3 correspondsto/.t valuesranging from 0.6 to 1.0

After conductingthe hydraulic fracturing tests at Auburn
we used impression packers to determine the azimuths of the

[afterByerlee,1978]and Pv calculated
assuming
hydrostatic

induced fractures because the resolution

fluid pressures
and a surfacewater table.The S•,valuesusedin
(4) were obtained from the least squaresfit of a straight line to
the measuredS, magnitudes.
At Auburn our resultsshow that the magnitude of $, in-

viewer proved inadequatefor this purpose.Sufficientrig time
existedto investigateonly two of the four hydraulic fractures
producedin this well (Table 1). At a depth of 593 m we used a
single 1-m-long impressionpacker which revealeda pair of
coplanarfracturesegmentsstriking N91øE q- 10ø and dipping
about 75øS. At 919 m, however, we used double impression

creasesin an almost linear fashion from 9.9 + 0.2 MPa at 593

m to 30.6 + 0.4 MPa at 1482 m, and the magnitude of Su

of the borehole tele-
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Fig. 7. Density of natural fracturesand other planar featuresin the Auburn well, as determinedfrom the borehole
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packers
thatspanned
almosttheentiretestinterval.
Thehy-

toric record

draulic fracture at this depth consistsof a series of steeply
dipping en echelon fracture segmentsthat are aligned along
oppositesidesof the borehole (Figure 4). The averagetrend of
these fracture segmentsis N75øE + 10ø, and this was taken as
the azimuth of Sn at this depth. This trend was obtained by
constructingvertical lines bisectingeach of the four groups of
en echelon fracture segments,with the total fracture trace
lengths on either side of the bisectinglines being equal in each
group. The azimuths of thesevertical lines were then averaged
to obtain the azimuth of Sn at this depth. The Sn azimuths
determined from the hydraulic fractures at 593 and 919 m
were then averaged to obtain the average direction of maximum horizontal compressionat the Auburn site' N83øE + 15ø
(the uncertainty indicated is merely an indication of our confidencein the accuracyof this number and is not intended to be
a statisticalmeasure).

all of theseeventsare quite large (>_ ,-, 33 km).
Yang and Aggarwal [1981] investigated the regional seismicity using a short-period telemeteredseismicnetwork that

Discussion

The tectonic stability implied by the stressmeasurementsat
Auburn is consistent with the low level of seismic activity
recorded both in the historic record and by local seismicnet-

works in central New York State, although some small events
have occurredin this region. During the 425 year period from
1534 to 1959, Smith [1962, 1966] reported only six earthquakes within a 60-km radius of Auburn. All of these events
were small, and five of them were reported to have maximum
modified Mercalli intensities of III. The sixth event, which was
the most recent (February 1, 1954) and the only event to have

an instrumentally determined magnitude, was an M•. = 3.3
earthquake that occurred about 12 km north of Auburn
[Smith, 1966]. It is difficult, however, to evaluate the implications of our stressmeasurementsat Auburn using the his-

alone because the uncertainties

in the locations

of

covers New York State. Between 1970, when installation of

the New York State network was begun, and 1979 this network detectedno earthquakes(rnb>_2) within a 60-km radius
of Auburn. More recent data from this network show only one
rnb>_2 event occurring within the same area for the period
1979-1982 (L. Seeber, written communication, 1983). This
event, which is discussedin more detail by Houlday et al.
[1984], had a magnitude(rncoaa)
of 2.9 and occurredon September 16, 1981, near Fulton, 55 km north of Auburn. A more
closely spaced seismic network recently installed by
Woodward-Clyde Consultants in north-central New York
State shows,for the period from June 1981 through July 1983,
in addition to the Fulton event a small (mcoaa
= 1.6) earthquake on September7, 1981, near Layfayette, 35 km east of
Auburn I-Houlday et al., 1984]. These two earthquakes are
significantly deeper than the 1.5-km depth reached by our
stressmeasurements in the Auburn well, with focal depths of 6
and 8 km for the Lafayette and Fulton events, respectively
I-Houlday et al., 1984]. The occurrenceof these small earthquakes is at variance with the seismicstability implied by the
precedinganalysisof our stressmeasurementsin terms of the
potential for frictional failure. This discrepancymay be explained either through stressesat greater depth that are closer
to failure than those observed in the Auburn

well or the oc-

currence of localized high-stresszones in central New York
State. It is also possiblethat there are unexpectedlylow coefficients of friction on the causativefaults, perhaps due to the
presenceof clay-rich fault gouge (see,for example, the laboratory resultsof Morrow et al. [-1982]),although in the majority
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of cases,in situ stressmeasurements
madenearactivefaults
indicate coefficientsof friction that are in accord with Byerlee's[1978] results[Zoback and Healy, 1984].
The Sn orientations measured at Auburn, as well as the

TABLE

2.

Distinct

Natural

Fractures

From

Borehole

Televiewer

Fracture

Depth,*
m

Strike
(True)

TABLE 2. (continued)
Fracture

Dip

Depth,*
m

58
59
60
61
63
64
65

1330.5
1341.1
1347.8
1348.1
1357.0
1367.0
1369.2
1371.6

66

1391.4

67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

1426.5
1433.8
1435.0
1443.5
1450.5
1452.7
1458.2
1460.0
1489.9
1509.1
1513.3
1519.1
1522.8
1524.6
1526.4

Formation
N75øE
N80øE
N27øW
N84øE
N88øE
N84øW
N74øW
N71øW
N75øE
subhorizontal
subhorizontal
subho rizontal
subhorizontal
N35øE
N49øE

82
83

1527.0
1531.9

Potsdam Sandstone
subhorizontal
N87øE

Clinton Group
1
2

479.1
519.1

N7øE
N72øE

55øW
65øS

Strike
(True)
subhorizontal
N79øE
N80øW
N47øE
N79øE
N71 øW
N79øW
N61øE

Little Falls Dolomite
N87øW
Theresa

Medina Group
3

534.0

N88øW

4

579.9
600.5

subhorizontal
N19øW

605.4
606.4
607.5
608.1

subhorizontal
subhorizontal
N74øW
N61øW

616.0

N63øE

616.3
617.8
623.6
628.2
703.5
714.8
722.1
728.8
729.1
731.2
738.4
741.0
752.6
768.4
770.9

subhorizontal
N57øW

78øS

QueenstonFormation
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

N79øE
N25øW
N53øW
N48øE
subhorizontal
N53øW
subhorizontal
N63øW
subhorizontal
N6øW
N87øE
N67øW
subhorizontal

(dips < 5ø)
8øE

81øN
69øN
60øN
72øSW
78øN
16øW
36øNE
74øSE
58øNE

66øS
16øE
16øN

34øS

26

779.0

subhorizontal

27

787.3

N14øW

20øW

28
29

787.3
787.9
807.2
819.0
837.9
849.5
854.0
856.7

N14øW
N26øE
subhorizontal
subhorizontal
NlløW
subhorizontal
subhorizontal
subhorizontal

16øW
27øE

902.5
902.8
985.1
988.8
1052.7

N 19øW
N23øW
N21øW
N58øW
subhorizontal

13øE
5øE
57øE
74øNE

30
31
32
33
34
35

12øE

Dip

Black River Group

62

Log, Auburn, New York
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Precambrian

80øN
70øN
78øNW
78øN
72øN
70øN
78øN

75øS

72øN
75øN
65øE
74øN
70øN
69øN
72øN
69øN
8øN

8øNW
5øNW

60øN

Basement

84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92

1545.6
1546.9
1552.0
1552.3
1561.2
1562.1
1563.3
1564.5
1565.8

N63øW
N48øW
N27øW
N88øW
N39øE
N45øE
N86øE
N56øE
N29øE

64øS
72øNE
69øE
41øS
57øSE
75øSE
43øS
75øSE
43øE

93

1573.7

N62øW

65øS

*Depths given are below Kelley Bushing, which is 4.0 m above
ground surface.

faultingregime
impliedbytherelativemagnitudes
Oftheprin36
37
38
39
40

Trenton Group
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

1080.4
1094.0
1103.4
1108.1
1116.6
1116.8

UnitedStates.
Theagreement
between
ou[Snorientation
and

subho rizon tal
subhorizontal
subhorizontal
subhorizontal
subhorizontal
subhorizontal

1140.0

subhorizontal

1146.4
1148.7
1190.9
1193.4
1198.8
1203.2
1214.4

N5øE
subhorizontal
subhorizontal
subhorizontal
subhorizontal
subho rizon tal
subhorizontal

1232.1
1264.7

subhorizontal
subhorizontal

1267.3

subhorizon tal

cipal stresses,can be comparedto other stressfield indicators
from the northeasternUnited States.In Figure 5 we compare
the average Sn direction at Auburn as determined from our
hydraulic fracturingtests(N83øE + 15ø) to the Sn orientation
implied by other stress field indicators in the northeastern

20øE

that implied by other stressfield indicatorsin New York State
and north central Pennsylvaniais quite good. In addition,'the
strike-slipfaulting regimeimplied by our measurementsat 747
and 1482 m fits the generalpattern of inferredcompressional
or combinationstrike-slipand thrust faulting regimesindicated by an earthquakefocal mechanismand by hydraulic fracturing tests conducteddirectly to the west and southwestof

Auburn.The transitionalstrike-slipto normalfaultingregimes
observed at 593 and 919 m in the Auburn well, however,
suggestthat our stressmagnitudesare somewhatlower than
the norm for this region.The only stressmagnitudesreported
for these other stressfield indicators,for example, are from
hydraulic fracturing tests conductedby Hairnson [1977] at
Alma, New York, approximately 100 km southwest of
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bright trace correspondsto a good reflection and a dark trace
indicates a scattered or absorbed signal. One revolution of the
transducer corresponds to one trace on the CRT, and the
initiation of each trace is controlled by a flux gate magnetometer. Successivetraces move up the CRT as the tool is pulled
up the hole. This display is photographed, and the unprocessedsonic signal from the tool together with the flux gate
magnetometer signal are simultaneously recorded on video
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Characteristicpatterns on the borehole televiewerlog are
produced by fractures, voids, washouts, and other wall features, and the orientation of thesefeaturesrelative to magnetic
north may be determined from this log. In particular, planar
features such as natural fractures will produce a sinusoidal
signature on the borehole televiewer log from which their
strike and dip may be determined [-seeZemanek et al., 1970].
The resolution of the borehole televieweris controlled by such
factors as hole diameter, acousticimpedance of the well fluid,
and the presenceof large-scaleirregularities in the borehole
wall. In the Auburn

H : HYDRAULIC
FRACTURES

Fig. 8. Lower hemisphere,equal-area stereographicprojection of
poles to all of the distinct natural fractures seen in the borehole
televiewer log at Auburn after having been corrected for a magnetic
declination of 1løW. Also indicated is the averageSa orientation as
determinedfrom the hydraulic fracturing tests.Points lying outside of
the dashed circle representfractureswith dips > 50ø.

OF

Auburn. He estimated the vertical stressat a depth of 510 m
to be equal in magnitude to Sh and measuredmagnitudesof
Sn and Shat this depth (19.5 and 14.0 MPa, respectively)that
are higher than those at comparable depths in the Auburn
well. Moreover, deep overcoring measurements conducted
north of Auburn, earthquake focal mechanisms northeast of
Auburn, and reversefaults cutting Pleistocenegravels east of
Auburn indicate a thrust faulting regime in eastern and north
central New York State [Zoback and Zoback, 1980; Yang and
Aggarwal, 1981]. This is in contrast to the strike-slip and
transitional strike-slipto normal faulting regimesimplied by
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Method

The borehole televiewer is a wireline logging tool that provides a continuous, oriented, ultrasonic image of a borehole
wall [Zemanek et al., 1970]. The borehole televiewer consists
of a transducer

E
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soft and hard rocks.
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distribution and falls below McGarr's regressionline for both
NATURAL
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tele-
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The magnitudes of the maximum shear stressmeasured in
the Auburn well fall within the distribution reported by
McGarr [1980] for in situ stressmeasurementsmade both in
"soft" rock (such as shale and sandstone) and "hard" rock
(such as granite and quartzite). As might be expectedbased
upon our previous analysis of the tectonic stability of the
Auburn site usingthe Coulomb failure criterion and Byerlee's
[1978] compilation of laboratory friction data, however, the

of the borehole

BOTTOM

CASING•

our measurements

well the resolution

viewer is probably of the order of 5 ram. However, sincenatural fracture aperturesat the borehole wall are almost certainly
enlarged during drilling, the detection threshold for fracture
aperturesis probably much smaller.

that is mounted

aimed at the borehole

on a motor-driven

wall. The transducer

I PREO^M•R'^•
I

1600J BASEMENT
J
N

GEOLOGY

30

STRIKE

shaft and

•SH: HYDRAULIC
FRACTURES

rotates three times

per secondwhile generatingan approximately 1.2-MHz pulse
1800 times/s.The tool is pulled up the hole at a speedof 1.5
m/Tin on a standard wireline logging cable. The reflected
energy that returns to the transducer modulates the intensity
of a trace on a cathoderay tube (CRT) at the surface,so that a

Fig. 9.

Histograms of the number of distinct natural fractures

strikingalong the azimuthsshownfor five discretedepth intervalsin
the Auburn well (seeFigure 3 for dominant lithologies).Included in
this figureare only thosefractureswhosedips exceed50ø in Figure 8.
The average azimuth of Sn as determinedfrom the hydraulic fracturing testsis shownfor comparison.
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Fig. 10. (a) Section of borehole televiewer log from the Auburn well showing zones of borehole elongation or breakouts (dark patches)and (b) Horizontal crosssectionof breakout at 1475.8 m depth (arrow in Figure 10a) obtained using a
travel time modification to the basic televiewer tool [see Zoback eta!., this issue]. Also shown are the orientations of the
horizontal principal stressesrelative to thesebreakoutsas determinedfrom the hydraulic fracturing testsin this well. The
crosssectionand the stressorientationsare relative to magneticnorth to facilitate comparisonwith the televiewerlog.

Results

To facilitate discussion of the variations in density and
orientation of natural fractures with depth in the Auburn well,
we distinguish here between all planar features observed on
the televiewer log (regardlessof the clarity of the image) and
those planar features whose signaturesare distinct and continuous and thereforecan be unambiguouslyidentified as representing natural fractures (Figure 6). We have tended to be
conservativein making this distinction and have undoubtedly
underestimated

the total

number

of natural

fractures

in the

Auburn well. However, since the resolution of the borehole

televieweris somewhatlimited, it was felt that the best insight
into the fracture population at Auburn would be gained by
examining in detail only the best data.
The density of planar features in the Auburn well as revealed by the borehole televiewerlog is quite high and attains
values up to 9 features/m (Figure 7a). The great majority of
thesefeatureswere low angle and indistinct. Since the bedding
planes at Auburn are nearly horizontal, we believe that most
of these features are either bedding plane washouts or drill bit
scour marks. The density of distinct natural fractures detected
by the borehole televiewerin the Auburn well (Figures 7b and
7c), however, is much lower and averages only 0.077 fractures/m (13 m fracture spacing). There is considerable variation in this density with depth, and local maxima can be seen

in the Queenston Formation, the Trenton Group, the Black
River Group, the Theresa Formation, and the Precambrian
basement.The persistenceof distinct natural fractures, many
with large apparent apertures,to depths of 1.6 km has important implicationsfor in situ permeability in this region.
There

is considerable

scatter

in the orientations

of the dis-

tinct natural fracturesseen in the Auburn well (Table 2 and
Figure 8). These fractures do show, however, a strong tendency to separateinto either steeply dipping or gently dipping
clusters.In Figure 9 we comparethe strikesof steeplydipping
fractures(dips > 50ø) over five discretedepth intervals in the
Auburn well against the average orientation of S• as determined from our hydraulicfracturingtests.In the lower part of
the sedimentarysectionin the Auburn well the steeplydipping
natural fractures show a marked tendency to strike in a direction parallel to the current direction of maximum horizontal
compression.Fractures in the upper part of this well, however,
as well as those in the Precambrian basement, exhibit more
variability in orientation and show no such tendency to strike
parallel to Sn.
Discussion

Before discussingthesedata, we will briefly review what is
known about fracture and joint patterns in central New York
State. The Appalachian Plateau is characterizedby the exten-
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joints and the current direction of maximum horizontal compression, as indicated by hydraulic fracturing measurements
and earthquake focal mechanismsin this region and the apparent mode I (tensile)origin of thesejoints. The lack of consistent crosscuttingrelationships,however, makes it impossible to establish a definitive relative age between joints belonging to set III and thosebelongingto setsIa, Ib, or II.
With this in mind, we are now in a position to considerthe
implications of our fracture orientation measurementsin the
Auburn well. First of all, there is little evidence in the Auburn
well (Figure 9) of the north-southto north-northweststriking

Fig. 11. Variation in breakout azimuth as a function of depth for
the Auburn well as determinedfrom the borehole televiewerlog. The
azimuth of the least horizontal principal stress,as determined from
the hydraulic fracturing tests at depths of 593 and 919 m, is also

setI fracturesreportedby Engelderand Gelset[1980] southof
Auburn. This is not surprising, since all of the stratigraphic
units exposed in the uncased portion of the Auburn well lie
below the proposed decollement in the Salina Group (see
Figure 3). As the east-weststriking set II joints mapped on the
surfaceare similarly restrictedto the units above this decollement, one would also expect them to be absent from the
Auburn well. As previously noted, however, there is a dominant east-weststriking fracture set in the lower sedimentary
sectionof the Auburn well. Becausethis fractureset is parallel
both to the current tectonic stressfield (N83øE) and the set II
joints mapped by Engelderand Geiser [1980] to the south of
Auburn, we cannot say with certainty whether thesefractures
are related to the late Paleozoic compressionof the Appalachian Plateau or are geneticallyrelated to the current tectonic
stressfield. In this regard, other studiesindicate a poor correlation between fracture orientationsat depth and the in situ
stressfield [Seeburgerand Zoback, 1982]. In addition, we do
not seea fracture set in the Auburn well that is representative
of the N68øE striking set III joints that Engelder [1982]
mapped in this region and proposed to be related to the cur-

shown.

rent tectonic stress fi61d.

n- 600'
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sive development of joint sets that were first systematically
describedby Sheldon[1912] and have sincebeen studied by a
number of workers [e.g., Parker, 1942; Wallach and Prucha,
1979; Engelder and Geiser, 1980; Engelder, 1982]. Parker
[1942] divided steeply dipping Appalachian Plateau joints
into three distinct sets based largely upon orientation. Set I
joints strike at high angles to Appalachian Plateau fold axes,
whereas set II joints are subparallel to these fold axes. The
strikesof both joint setschangeto follow the arcuate trend of
the Appalachian Fold Belt and maintain a consistentorientation relative to other structural trends of the Appalachian
Plateau [Engelder and Geiser, 1980]. South of Auburn,
gelder and Geiser [1980] show that set I joints strike in a
north-south to north-northwest direction and set II joints
strike in an east-westdirection.Set III joints, which are not as
widespreadas setsI or II and are not related to any known
structures,have been mapped in the region extending south
from Syracuse to the New York/Pennsylvania border and
strike in a consistentN68øE direction [Engelder,1982].

Engelderand Geiser[1980] further subdividedset I joints
into sets Ia and Ib and theorized that sets Ia, Ib, and II
formed during different phases of the late Paleozoic deformation of the Appalachian Plateau. This deformation is largely restricted to a thrust sheet of Devonian rocks overlying a
proposed decollement in salts of the Salina Group (T. Engelder, written communication,1982). Set III joints, however,
are common

to rocks both above and below this decollement

(T. Engelder, written communication, 1982), and Engelder
[1982] has hypothesizedthat thesejoints are geneticallyrelated to the current tectonic stressfield. This argument is based
primarily upon the correlation between the strikes of set III

Results

In addition to natural fracturesand other planar features
we also observed in the borehole televiewer log numerous
dark patchesand vertical bands with sharp irregular edges
occurringin pairs on opposingsidesof the borehole(Figure
10a). Processingthe borehole televiewerdata in a travel time
mode [seeZoback et al., this issue]to look at thesefeaturesin
horizontal crosssection(Figure 10b) showsthem to be zones
of boreholeelongationproducedby irregular pits (or breakouts) on diametrically opposedsidesof the borehole.Horizontal cross sections were made in all zones that exhibit what we

have identifiedas breakoutson the standardteleviewerlog to
verify that these featuresdo indeed correspondto the morphology illustrated in Figure 10b. The shapesof these breakouts in the Auburn well are discussedat length by Zoback et
al. [this issue].
These breakouts occur in distinct clusters throughout the
Auburn well, and between400 m and 900 m there is a slight
westward rotation in their azimuth going down the well
(Figure 11). Aside from this rotation, the breakouts at Auburn
are consistentlyaligned in a north-south direction and are
parallel to the direction of Shdeterminedfrom our hydraulic
fracturing tests.A detailed comparisonof the distribution and
orientation

of breakouts

in the Auburn

well as determined

usingthe boreholeteleviewerand the four-arm caliperis pre-

sentedby PlumbandHickman[thisissue].
Discussion

Bell and Gough[1979] developeda theory of breakoutformation predictingthat breakoutsshould form through shear
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failure of the borehole wall in the region of greatest concentration of compressivestress.In a vertical borehole this
implies that breakoutsshould initiate along an azimuth parallel to the minimum horizontal stress. They supported this
theory with the observation that the long dimension of oil
wells in Alberta were aligned in a direction parallel to the
minimum horizontal compressivestress.This theory was later
extended by Zoback et al. [this volume] in an attempt to
predict the observed shapes of these breakouts given knowledge of the strength parameters of the rock and the magnitudes of the horizontal principal stresses.Since the original
work of Bell and Gough [1979], the observation that the long
axis of boreholes is characteristicallyaligned in the direction
of Shhas been confirmed by a number of other workers [e.g.,
Springerand Thorpe, 1981; Goughand Bell, 1982; Stock et al,
1985].
We have compared the azimuth of Sn implied by the breakouts in the Auburn well to the average azimuth of Sn at
Auburn determinedfrom our hydraulic fracturing tests(Figure
12). The excellent agreement between the direction of maximum horizontal compressionimplied by these two different
phenomenacorroboratesthe stressorientations obtained from
our hydraulic fracturing testsand lends further support to the
theories of Bell and Gough [1979] and Zoback et al. [this
volume]. This test of their theoriesis quite important because,
to the best of our knowledge, the Auburn well is the first well
having demonstrable breakouts in which the orientations and
magnitudes of the in situ stress field have also been directly
measured.

An alternative theory of breakout formation has been suggested by Babcock [1978]. He proposed that breakouts may
result from spalling of the borehole wall where it intersects
steeply dipping natural fractures and that in these cases,
breakouts should form in a direction parallel to the strike of
the dominant high-angle fracture set. This is not a plausible
explanation for breakouts at Auburn becausesteeplydipping
natural fracturesin this well tend to strike in a roughly eastwest direction and fractures striking parallel to the northsouth trend of borehole elongation are notably absent(Figure
9). One might also envision a mechanism whereby breakouts
would form parallel to the dip of high angle fractures. This
could happen, for example, if the poorly supported wedgesof
rock between a high-angle fracture and the borehole wall in
the updip and downdip directionswere to break off or become
preferentiallyeroded during drilling. This would tend to produce asymetrical breakouts, with elongated patches on opposing sides of the borehole being vertically offset from one
another. However, as such features were not observed on the
Auburn borehole televiewer log, this is not a viable mechanism for breakout formation in this well. More generally, the
poor correlation between the distribution of natural fractures
(regardlessof orientation) and the incidence of breakouts in
the Auburn well argues against any mechanism for breakout
formation that is dependent upon the occurrence of natural
fractures.

This can be seen from a detailed

examination

of the

borehole televiewerlog (notice, for example, that there are no
discernable

natural

fractures coincident

with the breakouts

in

Figure 10a). On a larger scalethis is evident through comparison of Figures 7 and 11, in which breakouts are observed in
the Auburn well in zones that exhibit very low fracture densities(e.g.,at 425, 460, and 1300 m).
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Fig. 12. Rose diagram showing the total length of breakouts in
the Auburn well along a given azimuth as determined from the televiewer log. Also shown is the azimuth of SH as inferred from these
breakouts together with the average azimuth of SH as measuredin
our hydraulic fracturing tests.

Geological Survey in the Auburn Geothermal Well have led
us to the following conclusions:(1) The magnitudesof the
minimum and maximum horizontal principal stressesincrease
from about 9.9 MPa to 30.6 MPa and 13.8 MPa to 49.0 MPa,
respectively,over the depth range from 593 to 1482 m. (2) The
magnitude of the overburden stressrelative to the horizontal
principal stressesindicatesanomalouslylow horizontal stress
magnitudes,with a strike-slip faulting regime that, at some
depths, is transitional to normal faulting. (3) Analysis of the
stressesin terms of the Coulomb failure criterion and Byerlee's
[1978] compilation of laboratory friction data indicates that
the horizontal stressdifferenceis probably too low to result in

frictional failure, at least to a depth of 1.5 km, in agreement
with the seismicquiescence
of centralNew York State.(4) The
direction of maximum horizontal compressionat Auburn is
N83øE _+ 15ø, a value consistent with other stress field indica-

tors in the northeasternUnited States. (5) Distinct natural
fractures,approximatelyone third of which have dips of less
than 5ø, persistto a depth of at least 1.6 km. (6) The strike of
steeply dipping natural fractures is approximately random
throughout much of this well but, in the lower sedimentary
section,shows a strongly developedeast-westpreferred orientation. The origin of these east-west fractures is obscure, as
they are parallel both to the contemporary direction of maximum horizontal compression at Auburn and a fracture set
that Engelder and Geiser [1980] have associatedwith the late
Paleozoic compressionof the Appalachian Plateau. (7) Well
bore breakouts have been observed throughout the Auburn
well and are attributed to stress-inducedspalling of the borehole wall. These breakouts

trend

in a consistent

north-south

direction and are perpendicular to the direction of maximum
horizontal compression.
APPENDIX

CONCLUSIONS

Pressure

In situ stressmeasurementsusing the hydraulic fracturing
techniqueand a boreholeteleviewerlog conductedby the U.S.

and flow

records

from

the Auburn

Geothermal

well (Figure A1) were recorded by pressuretransducersand
flowmeters at the surface.Subsurfacepressures,which were
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Fig. A1. Pressureand flow records from the hydraulic fracturing tests at Auburn. Positive and negative flow rates
correspondto fluid injectionand withdrawal(or flowback),respectively.The dashedportionsof the flow rate recordsin
this figure indicate flowmeter malfunction, and the flow rates so indicated are estimates.The instantaneousshut-in
pressure(ISIP) shownin the test at 919 m is the boreholepressureimmediatelyafter pumpinghas stoppedand the well is
shut in (seetext). Also shownin this figure are the breakdown and fracture openingpressuresfrom each test togetherwith
the computedmagnitudeof Sh(surfacepressure).

also used in our analysis,were recordedby a downhole pressure recorder located in the test interval, but these records are
not amenable to reproduction. The pressurerecords from the

tests at 747, 919, and 1482 m were obtained using a pressure
transmitter attached directly to the wellhead. As no appreciable pressure gradient due to flow occurs in the drill pipe,
downhole pressuresfor these tests are obtained simply by
adding the hydrostatic pressurein the drill pipe to the pres-

suresindicated. These hydrostatic pressureswere determined
using the downhole pressurerecorder and are equivalent to
the pore pressuresgiven in Table 1. In the test at 593 m,
however, the pressurerecord was obtained from a pressure
transducer located at the upstream end of a high-pressure
hose connectingthe pump to the wellhead. A significantpressure drop occursin this hose during pumping, and this must
be subtracted from the surface pressureto obtain the corre-
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spondingdownhole pressures.In the test at 593 m the magnitude of this pressuredrop is 1.1 MPa during pumpingat the
maximum

flow rate used.
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